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"Through our meeting with this group we found that we are the same everywhere, we have the same dreams of peace and prosperity for all
mankind. I‘d like all the universities in Egypt to support this idea of having joint seminars between our Egyptian students and students from
other nationalities as it doesn’t only give us a chance to be independent and self-confident but also gives us a chance to meet a new world and
introduce ourselves and our culture to the others ."
Naiera Magdy, Cairo University

“I felt we bonded through our common desire simply to learn about each other’s everyday life: How do we make our way to campus every day?
How is traffic here/there? Which dish should I try from the menu? At the beginning of the week we had received guests, when they left, they left
as friends.”
David Budde, Free University Berlin

Further information can be found on
www.polwiss.fu-berlin.de/vorderer-orient
http://masteuromed.euromedstudies.com
www.feps.eun.eg
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STRUCTURE AND REALISATION

The joint seminar about Euro-Mediterranean relations was organised as an international exchange project between students of Cairo University in Egypt and Freie Universität Berlin in Germany. It consists of four separate modules. Two comprised joint seminar sessions in Berlin
(Module 2) respectively in Cairo (Module 3). Modules 1 and 4 were dedicated to the preparation and evaluation of contents and discussions.
The Module 1 texts provided basic insights into the concepts and nature of the Euro-Med relations in preparation for the more topicoriented joint sessions. German and Egyptian student had the same preparation texts, in order to allow all the students to share the same
knowledge when coming together. The planning and organizational preparations for these joint sessions in Berlin and Cairo, for example
acquiring sponsors, were also part of this module. They proved to be time-consuming and at times difficult. But students and teaching staff
worked closely together and felt mutually responsible for the project.
In December 2009, Module 2 took place and ten students and two professors from Cairo University spent one week in Berlin. The return visit
was made in February 2010 when the German group went to Cairo (Module 3). One part of each day (Morning until noon in Germany, evening in Egypt) was dedicated to joint seminar sessions and discussions. Student presentations had to be prepared jointly by one German and
one Egyptian. Cultural excursions, further academic activities and political visits completed the exchange program.
The 4th Module summed up the most important findings, issues and questions and both groups worked on perspectives for further cooperation and continuation of the program. The seminar was graciously supported by the DAAD, Bavaria, the EED, the Sawiris Foundation for Social
Development and the Reuter Foundation.

2.

INITIAL AIMS

The main goal of the seminar was to promote a learning culture that encompasses academic research, discussions, cultural activities and
social events. This was meant to guarantee maximum benefits on an academic, political and cultural level. Common perspectives on EuroMediterranean cooperation were to explore and different approaches to integrate and to acknowledge from both sides. Questions concerning development cooperation on international and regional level as well as regional consequences of the current development policies of the
EU should be of main interest. The seminar aimed at a better academic and intercultural dialogue, the constitution and development of German-Egyptian networks and the deepening of professional knowledge. Joint living and learning is therefore one crucial component of this
concept and has proven to be the key for the achievement of the listed objectives.
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3.

RESULTS AND BENIFITS

ACADEMIC DISCOURSE AND EXCHANGE
Being well prepared with regards to content – the development cooperation between the two shores of the Mediterranean, the politics and
economy of the MENA-region, the functioning of the European Union – all participants profited a lot from the joint sessions. They succeeded
to set a framework for deep and fruitful academic discussions and work. Students have been selected because of their excellence in this research areas and therefore highly motivated to deepen their knowledge through exchange.

“On the academic level the most important conclusion I could draw from our joint discussions concerning the actual topic of our Seminar is
probably that the Mediterranean Sea is connecting its northern and southern shores. This sounds very self evident, but before our seminar I
had the feeling that the Mediterranean divides its shores and the people and the societies on it more than it connects them.”
Sebastian Neubauer, FU Berlin
"The Egyptian-German joint presentations given by the participants were of utmost importance for enriching the whole experience."
Dareen Atef, Cairo University

A high degree of respect and mutual interest marked the discussions, whether in class or in small working groups. Discussing topics of the EUMed agenda coming from heterogeneous backgrounds was very interesting and exposed common ground as well as differences in the understanding of politics in the region. Whereas in Berlin, inputs and lectures by professors dominated the seminar, classes in Cairo left more
space for working groups. All students welcomed these changes and focussed now more on the Implementation of the European Neighbourhood and development policies in Egypt in order to approach the topic in concrete terms. The joint presentations worked out great and the
intensified space for discussion offered very vivid and critical ways to share different points of view.

LEARNING POLITICS
To meet practitioners from Euro-Mediterranean cooperation and development to exchange point of views beyond the academic “ivory
tower” has been an important component of the seminar.
In Berlin, a visit to the Bundestag as well as the opportunity to meet a German deputy allowed the Egyptian students to discover the practical side of German politics. Furthermore, the whole group had an appointment with a delegate of the EU-commission in Germany.
During the German group’s stay in Cairo, the students had a discussion with a diplomat of the Egyptian Ministry of Foreign Affairs who is in
charge of the relations between Egypt and the EU. In addition, the students got the possibility to talk to three former diplomats having created a think tank concerning Egyptian foreign affairs. The participants met both cultural attachés (the Egyptian in Germany and the German
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in Egypt). This gave an impression about how Euro-Mediterranean cooperation and development is perceived and executed on a governmental level. Having the opportunity to talk to
Egyptian resp. German politicians and civil society activists is fundamental for the understanding of Euro-Mediterranean relations. Unfortunately this is very rare in student life. This
is why this element has been evaluated very positively by all students.
Furthermore, the participants enjoyed the design of these political meetings as they were not
supposed to just listen, but to engage in enriching, sometimes very controversial discussions.
This component of the seminar ensured the constant link to the political realities, which was
considered as important as the free and visionary academic discussions.
Visit and guided tour to the German
Bundestag, Berlin

“On the political side I could gain a lot of lacking information about the discussions led in Egypt and the actual situation amongst young students – something that is impossible to experience elsewhere than in the country itself.”
Melike Cinar, FU Berlin
“I also had the luck to meet so many other interesting people in the framework of an official program and during my (and our) individual discovery tours in Cairo. I think by meeting and speaking to these people, to Ambassadors in the Egyptian Foreign Ministry as well as too citizens
on the streets, I have a better idea of the country which will help me to understand more, even about Euro-Mediterranean relations from a
top-down and a bottom-up perspective.”
Mohamed Amjahid, FU Berlin

CULTURAL EXCHANGE
The cultural component of the German-Egyptian exchange was considered to be a core feature of the whole concept. Reciprocity should play
a central role to ensure an enhanced mutual understanding and the equal encounter of people from very different cultural, religious and
societal backgrounds. Reciprocal hosting of the visiting students in the home of receiving students should give authentic insights into the
everyday life of the “others”. The concept of bringing together students from Egypt and Germany inside and outside the classroom triggered
not only highly interesting discussions, but also personal contacts that evolved into friendships within an extraordinarily short period of time.
One of the most fruitful parts of the program was the coming together during informal events, whether it be a lunch together in the university cafeteria, a ride in the subway or a post-concert drink.
The deep integration into and the connection to Cairo was bolstered by the reciprocal hosting. It did not only provide the students with additional time together, it also contributed a lot to personal friendships. But the most important thing about hosting was successfully breaking
the lines between work and private life and also between Germans and Egyptians.
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“This trip introduced me to Berlin, the city of Art and culture. It gave me insight and prespective to its history and culture
which is something I would have never been able to do on my own. During this week I had the chance to explore the academic opportunities I have in Berlin and get to know the academic culture. Furthermore I had the chance to exchange knowledge about the German and Egyptian cultures and make friends!“
Dina Wahba, Cairo University

“The hosting did not only provide us with additional time, it also contributed a lot to our personal friendship. But the most
important thing about the hosting might be, that it was also successfully breaking the lines between work and private life
and in my case also between Germans and Egyptians.”
Sebastian Neubauer, FU Berlin

“On the personal level , the experience was great: two different worlds were meeting together but really they discovered
that they are not totally far from each other as a lot of similarities were shown up. I should confess that it is known in Egypt
that Germans are not friendly but through my experience I can say that they are very friendly. I guess these kinds of seminars should be done continously to prove that humans can live together , accept each other and respect each other . This
experience showed that what is called „Clash of Civilizations“ is only a myth invented by those who certainly did not have
an experience like that we had.“
Naiera Ellethy, Cairo University

“The experience of this exchange seminar is the most intense I had during my whole studies. On the personal level I learned
as much as on the academic and the cultural level. Although the period we met each other was rather short, friendships
evolved from the contacts with the Egyptian group.“
Melike Cinar, FU Berlin
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CONCLUSION

All participants unanimously emphasised the collective and individual benefits they had gained from this seminar. It offered a widened and
deepened academic understanding of the theory and practice of Euro-Mediterranean cooperation and development, but also insights to the
political realities on both sides of the Mediterranean. Furthermore, all participants profited from the manifold opportunities to build up and
to develop personal and professional networks. The joint living and learning constituted the framework of mutual understanding that made it
possible to overcome disruptive issues and to imagine a real “ring of friends” around the Mediterranean.

"This was a life-time experience."
Dareen Atef, Cairo University

"All in all it was one of the best journeys I have ever had."
Safya Galal, Cairo University

“I would like to thank to all who had a part of the success of these projects.
This seminar was a unique experience for me and I hope that I will have the
possibility to participate again in similar projects because I truly believe in the
importance and sustainability of bottom-up exchanges.”
Mohamed Amjahid, FU Berlin
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5.

ABOUT US

CENTER FOR MIDDLE EASTERN AND NORTH AFRICAN POLITICS
(FREIE UNIVERSITÄT BERLIN, OTTO SUHR INSTITUTE FOR POLITICAL SCIENCE)
The Center for Middle Eastern Politics is part of the Otto Suhr Institute for Political Science at the Department of Political
and Social Sciences of the Freie Universität Berlin, Germany’s largest university. The Center was founded in 1980 with
initial funding from the Volkswagen Foundation and hosts German and international researchers. The center’s main fields
of research and teaching focus on current political, social and cultural developments in the region:



The state and statehood: transformations without transition, authoritarianism, reform and politics from
below



Political economy of the MENA region, regionalism and regional integration



International and regional relations: conflict and cooperation in the Arab world and beyond



current issues: Islamism, local governance, Euro-Mediterranean relations, gender issues.

Homepage: www.polwiss.fu-berlin.de/vorderer-orient

THE MASTER’S DEGREE IN EUROMEDITTERANEAN STUDIES
(FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE, CAIRO UNIVERSITY)
Our JEP is devoted to set up a Master’s Degree in Euro-Mediterranean studies at the Faculty of Economics & Political
Science (FEPS) at Cairo University. It is based on a consortium including prestigious universities including Cairo University and four European universities: the Paris Institute of Political Studies (Sciences-Po Paris), Universiteit van Amsterdam, Universitat de Barcelona and the Freie Universit?t Berlin.
This multi-disciplinary study programme is specifically set up for Egypt by professors and experts of the consortium. It complements the specialized higher degree curricula offered by FEPS in developing the teaching capacity about Europe in Egypt and is seeking to make the Southern Mediterranean and the Arab World better known in the European Union.
The aim is to elaborate a program which should specifically suit Egypt in its main features as well as in its content. Moreover, this program is
dedicated to enhancing the knowledge about Europe, and in particular, the EU in Egypt in the perspective of a Euro-Egyptian co-operation
and deepening the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. Finally, MastEuroMed aims at facilitating a real dialogue between European and Egyptian students. In order to reach this objective, and specially, to raise the interest of European students, it is absolutely necessary that the programme embrace both the study of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership and of the Arab World.
Homepage: http://masteuromed.euromedstudies.com
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ANNEX

MODULE 1
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MODULE 2— JOINT SESSIONS

IN

BERLIN : 29.11.—6.12.2009
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MODULE 3 — JOINT SESSIONS

IN

CAIRO : 19.02.—27.02.2010
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We thank our sponsors for enabling this Seminar!

